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Antipodal seismic observations of temporal and global
variation at Earth’s inner‐outer core boundary
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[1] We have found two pairs of earthquake doublets
closely located antipodally on one diametral axis between
Tonga‐Algeria, and several other events on other axes.
These doublets show significant correlation, and exhibit
seismic phases traversing the Core that cannot be
explained by a standard radial Earth model such as
PREM. The antipodal waveform data are highly variable
between axes. The observed variability of the waveforms
indicates global variations in the structure above and
below the Inner‐Outer Core boundary region. We have
found evidence for a regional low‐velocity zone at the
base of the Outer Core, corresponding with a decadal
temporal variation (0.55 s) in seismic energy traversing
the top of the Inner Core. We propose an antipodal
seismic array to constrain and to provide further progress
for the study of the Inner and Outer Core. Citation: Butler,
R., and S. Tsuboi (2010), Antipodal seismic observations of tem-
poral and global variation at Earth’s inner‐outer core boundary,
Geophys. Res. Lett., 37, L11301, doi:10.1029/2010GL042908.

1. Introduction

[2] The Inner and Outer Core regions of Earth have been
shown to exhibit many features which relate to the dynamics
and evolution of Earth, including anisotropy in the Inner
Core [Poupinet et al., 1983; Woodhouse et al., 1986;
Morelli et al., 1986; Creager, 1992; Tromp, 1993; Song and
Helmberger, 1993; Shearer, 1994; Ishii and Dziewonski,
2002; Niu and Chen, 2008], Inner Core rotation with
respect to the Mantle [Song and Richards, 1996; Creager,
1997; Laske and Masters, 1999; Zhang et al., 2005],
degree‐one variation at the top of the Inner Core [Tanaka
and Hamaguchi, 1997; Niu and Wen, 2001], structure
within the Inner Core [Song and Helmberger, 1998; Ishii
and Dziewonski, 2002; Wen and Niu, 2002; Stroujkova
and Cormier, 2004; Zou et al., 2008] and velocity gra-
dients at the base of the Outer Core [Song and Helmberger,
1995; Yu et al., 2005; Zou et al., 2008]. At the antipode of an
earthquake, Earth acts like a nearly spherical lens focusing
seismic energy through an axis‐symmetric region about the
diameter between the earthquake and its antipode. Antipodal
observations have the potential to illuminate global Earth
structure [Rial, 1979; Rial and Cormier, 1980; Butler, 1986]

and complement traditional body‐wave and free‐oscillation
seismic methods. Here we have compiled an antipodal data
set comprising several diametral axes (between earthquake
and antipodal receiving station) to study a broad region of the
Inner‐Outer Core boundary.

2. Antipodal Data

[3] A systematic search of all earthquakes with magnitude
mb ≥5.5 since 1990 (5892 events) compared with all sta-
tions (5262) in the IRIS Data Management System, yielded
20 station‐event pairs with good signal‐to‐noise in the
antipodal distance range 179–180° based on NEIC or ISC
distances. All of these data have diametral axes within 35°
of the equatorial plane (Figure 1). The velocity data were
detrended, integrated to displacement, and high‐pass filtered
at 100s to remove spurious noise (Table S1 of the auxiliary
material).4 In addition to the epicentral distance from the
antipode, the differential times of PKIKP were measured
with respect to PKP‐AB (Figure 1)—corrected for ellipticity
and depth—to calculate distance from the antipode with
respect to seismic model AK135 [Kennett et al., 1995] for
station‐event pairs on common axes. Antipodal data proxi-
mal to 180° distance (see Figure S1) exhibit substantial
amplification for PKP and other phases with respect to
PKIKP (which is not focused) and show the characteristic,
additional p/4 phase shift predicted for PKP [Rial, 1979].
Details of the data set are discussed in the auxiliary material.
[4] We have found earthquake doublets antipodal to

TAM, Tamanrasset, Algeria (Figure 2). Earthquake doublets
have nearly identical waveforms, hypocenters, and magni-
tudes, but occur on different dates [Poupinet et al., 1984].
Nine years separate the doublet TAM 1992 and TAM 2001.
Eleven years separate the doublet TAM 1993 and TAM
2004. The correlation coefficient r12 was computed for each
pair, measuring 130 seconds from PKIKP through PKP‐AB,
aligning the records on the PKIKP peak time. For the
doublet near 180°, r12 = 0.971, and for the doublet near
179°, r12 = 0.928. These high levels of correlation for events
separated by nearly a decade provide very strong evidence
that the signals observed are robust with respect to the
background noise.

3. Seismic Modeling

[5] We model the data in Figure 2 by using the spectral‐
element method (SEM) [Komatitsch and Vilotte, 1998;
Komatitsch et al., 2002]—taking into account 3D variations
inside Earth, such as P‐wave velocity, S‐wave velocity and
density, attenuation, anisotropy, ellipticity, topography and
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bathymetry, and crustal thickness—to compute synthetic
seismograms accurate up to 3.5 seconds (see discussion in
auxiliary material). The initial model used incorporates a
simple PREM model [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981] for
the Core, a 3D tomographic P‐wave model for the Earth’s
Mantle, GAP‐P1 [Obayashi et al., 2006], crustal model
CRUST2.0 [Bassin et al., 2000], and topography and
bathymetry model ETOPO5 (NOAA).
[6] For the simple PREM Core model, PKIIKP (a single

reflection within the Inner Core at the Inner‐Outer Core
Boundary, ICB) comes about 30 s after PKIKP, and is fol-
lowed closely by multiple reflections PKIIIKP+PKIIIIKP+ a
“whispering gallery” of energy propagating along the
boundary. The turning point for PKIIKP is only about 80 km
below the ICB. Since PKIIKP is a maximum time phase
(analogous to PP), anything happening deeper in the Core
than the turning point of PKIIKP will occur earlier in the
record between PKIKP and PKIIKP. The diffracted wave
around the Core, PKP‐Cdiff, arrives about 45 s after PKIKP.
[7] The 3D SEM synthetic seismogram for TAM does not

match the observed TAM data. In particular, the arrivals
between PKIKP and PKP‐AB are much more pronounced in
the TAM data than are seen in the 3D synthetic seismo-

gram. These large amplitude arrivals cannot be ascribed to
earthquake source complexity, nor are they observed at
TAM for near‐antipodal (<178°) events (see Figure S2).
Furthermore, the very lack of variation (179°–180°) seen for
the SEM synthetics computed for the radially symmetric
PREM Core compared with the observations at TAM for
the two pairs doublet events (near 179° and 180°, respec-
tively) suggests that the interference pattern comprising
PKIIKP+ and PKP‐Cdiff is not consistent with a radial
symmetry near the Inner‐Outer Core Boundary.
[8] Substantial variability is observed in the data for the

diametral axes indicated in Figure 1. In Figure 3 whereas the
SEM synthetics for TAM and XAN are similar, the data vary
substantially (TAM is 88° from XAN). In particular, the
PREMCoremodel provides a reasonably good fit to the XAN
data. A SEM synthetic for PTGA is shown in Figure S3. In
the auxiliary material and Figure S4, we show that ENH data
(4° from XAN) are substantially similar to XAN, and that
QIZ (15° from XAN) and PTGA (35° from XAN) show
characteristics intermediate between TAM and XAN.

Figure 1. Antipodal axes and ray paths. Locations of
antipodal diametral axes are shown intersecting the Earth’s
surface in Northern Africa and South America. TAM and
PTGA are seismic stations, whereas XAN′, ENH′, and
QIZ′ are locations of antipodal earthquakes opposite XAN,
ENH, and QIZ, respectively. (inset) Principal antipodal ray
surfaces are shown in cross section. PKIKP (black) travels
a ray path along the diametral axis between earthquake
and seismic station, but is not antipodally focused. PKP‐
AB (blue) traverses the D″ region at the base of the Mantle
and the upper Outer Core. PKP‐Cdiff (red) diffracts around
the Inner Core at the base of the Outer Core. PKIIKP (green)
enters the Inner Core and reflects once beneath the top of the
Inner Core. PKIIIKP, PKIIIIKP, and the “whispering gal-
lery” of phases (not shown) multiply reflect above PKIIKP
and propagate at the top of the Inner Core.

Figure 2. Antipodal doublets and 3D synthetic seismo-
grams for TAM. Doublet events TAM‐2001 & TAM‐1992
are plotted above (year and distance° are noted), and
TAM‐1993 & TAM‐2004 are plotted below. SEM vertical
displacement synthetic seismograms for event TAM‐1992
are plotted in the center from 179° to 180° at 0.1° increments
for the initial model using the PREM Core. Time is ex-
pressed relative to earthquake origin time and to PKIKP
peak. All PKIKP amplitudes are scaled to unity. Note the
systematic variation in waveform of PKP‐AB approaching
the antipode, which is not expressed for more steeply arriv-
ing Core phases (e.g., PKIIKP) that have broader focal
zones. Note also that the variation observed in the Core data
for the doublet pairs between 179° and 180° is not substan-
tially manifested in the synthetics. The green dotted line
highlights an observed 0.55 s temporal shift at g seen for
the upper TAM doublet between 1992 and 2001, which
comes at the end of the PKIIKP+ arrivals for PREM,
corresponding to the “whispering gallery” at the top of the
Inner Core. The surface reflection, pPKIKP, above the earth-
quake is noted with a red star. The synthetic for the CMT
source appears to be located more deeply than the observa-
tion, leading to some obvious distortion of the waveforms
of PKIKP+pPKIKP and PKP‐AB+pPKP‐AB. Subtle effects
of Earth’s ellipticity are not evident for these frequencies.
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[9] The large amplitudes at TAM associated with PKIIKP
+ may indicate a steeper gradient at the top of the Inner Core
and/or a stronger reflection coefficient at the ICB, due to a
stronger impedance contrast of velocity and/or density
across the boundary than PREM. Before PKIIKP+ at TAM
there is apparent energy observed 20–30 s after PKIKP that
may indicate structure (not in PREM model) below the top
of the Inner Core that is diffracted/focused to the antipode.
Following the time associated with PKP‐Cdiff there are large
arrivals ∼55–75 s after PKIKP in the TAM and PTGA data,
and a smaller but evident arrival at QIZ (Figure S4). This
later energy is not manifested in the SEM synthetics in
Figures 2 and 3. The variability in the antipodal data for
differing axes indicates large‐scale heterogeneity at the ICB
and elsewhere.
[10] If the origin of the latter arriving phases following

PKP‐Cdiff (PREM) lies in the Core, then there must be
structures within the Core with substantially slower
velocities than contained in PREM in order to delay the
propagation of energy. A low‐velocity structure (as slow as
∼9.4 km/s) at the base of the Outer Core is a feature of
Jeffreys‐Bullen (JB) Earth model [Jeffreys and Bullen,
1958]. Diffraction around the Inner Core for a low velocity
corresponding to JB would be slowed only ∼8 s relative to
PREM. To delay PKP‐Cdiff 15–30 s relative to PREM—as
observed in the data—suggests even lower propagation
velocities at the base of the Outer Core. We have computed
SEM synthetics for a JB‐like structure at the base of the
Outer Core, with 15% velocity decrease over a linear gra-
dient of 50 km width, which yields large amplitude, later
arrivals comparable to those observed, as well as increased
amplitudes for PKIIKP+ (Figure S5). Nonetheless, the
antipodal focusing through such a low‐velocity feature will

be sensitive to the gradient, Fresnel zone, radial extent, ICB
contrast, and possibly the shear‐wave structure. The duration
of later arrivals could require a complex, multi‐layered
structure at the ICB.
[11] Heterogeneity in the Mantle scatters P‐wave energy

into the Core; e.g., ultra‐low‐velocity zones [e.g., Garnero,
2000] at the base of the Mantle. The SEM antipodal syn-
thetics have incorporated known 3D Mantle structure, but
this heterogeneity does not explain the large arrivals seen at
TAM (see discussion in auxiliary material on scattering in
D″ and near the source.).
[12] For the antipodal (∼180°) TAM doublet in Figure 2, a

statistically significant time shift (99% confidence) is
observed (see discussion in auxiliary material) at a time g for
a phase near the end of PKIIKP+, which is associated with the
“whispering gallery” at the very top of the inner core.
Between 1992 and 2001, g slows 0.55 s and shows dispersive
characteristics (Figure S8)—at 0.25Hz the time shift is 0.35 s.
[13] The antipodal ray‐surfaces for PKIIKP+ for the

Algeria‐Tonga axis (TAM) and those for the China‐Chile
axes (XAN and ENH) are nearly orthogonal, shown pro-
jected above to the Earth’s surface in Figure 4; for PKP‐Cdiff

Figure 3. Antipodal data and 3D synthetic seismograms
for two diametral axes. SEM synthetic vertical displacement
seismograms (red) are shown compared with data (black) for
TAM (same as Figure 2) on the Algeria‐Tonga diametral
axis (Figure 1) and for the XAN on the China‐Chile axis.
Distance and year are noted. Time is relative to the PKIKP
peak, and PKIKP amplitudes are scaled to unity. The surface
reflection, pPKIKP, above the earthquake is noted with a
star. Note that the depth of XAN 1996 earthquake is deeper
than the TAM 1992 earthquake; which in both instances is
slightly overestimated by the CMT source. The PREM Core
model with GAP‐P1 3D Mantle does not fit the TAM data,
but does provide a reasonable match to the data for XAN,
except for the small upswing following pPKIKP. The vari-
ability observed between the data for two nearly orthogonal
diametral axes cannot be fit by the radially symmetric
PREM Core model, indicating global lateral heterogeneity
in the Core.

Figure 4. Antipodal coverage of the top of the Inner Core.
The antipodal propagation ray‐surface Fresnel zone for
PKIIKP+ at the top of Inner Core is projected to the Earth’s
surface for the TAM (in yellow) and XAN (in red) diametral
axes. Each annulus surface is illustrated by individual ray‐
paths from source to receiver, shown at 5° increments.
The upper left orthographic projection is centered on the
quasi‐Eastern hemisphere (0°, 110°E) noted in Inner Core
studies [Tanaka and Hamaguchi, 1997; Niu and Wen,
2001]; other projections are perspectives corresponding to
120° rotations for a circumscribed tetrahedron. The two ray
surfaces for PKIIKP+ for these events encompass most of
the Inner Core. The TAM ray‐surface corresponds to the
region wherein the time shift g is manifested. Earthquake
and station location follow the format in Figure 1. Map
adapted from GoogleEarth© with permission.
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see Figure S6 and discussion in auxiliary material. For
PKIIKP+ each ray‐surface encompasses nearly 60% of the
ICB; together nearly 99% of the uppermost Inner Core is
sampled by the antipodal propagation surfaces. Note that for
these cases, the ray‐surfaces substantially overlap nearly
orthogonally, or do not overlap at all. The top of the Inner
Core sampled by XAN/ENH appears relatively simple, with
data reasonably modeled by PREM. However, the top of the
Inner Core sampled by TAM shows much greater com-
plexity and manifests a temporal shift g over a 9‐year period.
These propagation regions overlap, suggesting either broad
heterogeneity between regions, or some form of anisotropy
(wherein one direction looks like PREM, and orthogonally
otherwise), or both. The broadband antipodal data do not
neatly fall into the quasi‐Eastern and quasi‐Western pro-
vinces heretofore proposed for the top of the Inner Core
based on travel‐time residuals [Tanaka and Hamaguchi,
1997; Niu and Wen, 2001], but rather average over both.

4. Conclusions

[14] The possible correspondence of complex structure at
the top of the Inner Core that is proximal with complex
structure at the base of the Outer Core is intriguing and
suggestive that such features arise from a common process
effective over a portion of the ICB. Since the largest pro-
cesses at the ICB are likely to be the growth of the Inner Core
[Jacobs, 1953] and interaction with Outer Core convection
[Braginsky, 1963], 3D modeling the observed global vari-
ability of data for the antipodal paths through the Core may
illuminate and provide constraints on such processes. The
antipodal dataset would be substantially improved with a
broadband array located around TAM. Not only would this
help constrain the temporally‐varying phase g from a pos-
sible triplet‐event successor to the doublet observation, but
also the measurement of the broader interference surface at
the antipode could help unravel and constrain azimuthally‐
varying propagation associated with Core heterogeneity.
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